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On the strong summability 
of Fourier series and the classes H"' 
V. G. KROTOV and L. LEINDLER 
1. Let / be a 2^-periodic integrable function and let {sx} be the sequence of the 
partial sums of the Fourier series of this function. 
FREUD [1] proved that if 1 < / « » and 
(1) 2 \ f s x \ p - 1 ) 
1 
then / € Lip—. LEINDLER and NIKISIN [3] proved that under the condition (1) 
P 
with p=1, 
a(x,f) = O \xlog-^j as x 0, 
but no estimate better than this can be given. OSKOLKOV [7] and SZABADOS [9] (in-
dependently) proved that condition (1) with 0</>< 1 implies / £L ip 1. This is an 
answer to a problem of LEINDLER [4] in connection with the above result of LEINDLER 
and NIKISIN. 
In this paper we investigate the problem to find a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a monotonic sequence {Xx} such that the condition 
2 K\f-sx\' x=0 
0 
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*) 11/11 = sup |/(*)|, 0S*3=2*. 
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should imply f^Hm, where tu is a fixed modulus of continuity and H° denotes 
the set of functions /having modulus of continuity co(f, S) with co(f, 0) = 0(co(S)). 
For a monotonie sequence {Ax} and 0 we denote 
We prove the following 
Theorem. Let {Ax} be a positive monotonie (nondecreasing or nonincreasing) 




(3) ^ { / U c t f " ; 
ii) if there exists a number 8 such that O S 0 < 1 and 
(4) 
then, conversely, (3) implies (2). 
Obviously, this Theorem includes all the results mentioned above and, hereby, 
we give an answer to a problem raised in [6]. Furthermore, our Theorem includes 
some results of LEINDLER [2]. 
2. To prove our Theorem we require the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If {am} is a nonincreasing positive sequence and if then there 
exists a constant C a > 0 not depending on n such that 
i 2mam i 2™am ( - M * (n = 1 ,2, ...)• 
m=0 m=0 V "m ' 
Proof . Let {mt} and { M j (/=1, 2, ...) be two sequences of natural numbers 
such that 
(5) am+1 for M i ^ m < m i + 1 
and 
n . - =s 
4 (6) a m + 1 ^ \ a m for m < M ; . 
By (6) we obtain 
ami+r^4-amt (r = 0 , . . . , M i - m i - l ; i s 2 ) , 
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therefore, if iS2, then 
Mt—1 M,-mt-l oo 
2 2mam= 2 2™.+'ami+rs2'».flmi22-'s m=m, r—0 r=0 
Furthermore, (5) implies 
"•i + i - 1 »"i + i - l ( n \9 
2 2 X S 4 « 2 2 " f l J - ^ H 
and the last two inequalities give for i s 2 
"i+i-1 /• a 
(6) 2 " 2 m f l m s 4 i + « 2 2"« , , -==±2- . 
m=mt m = mt—l V ' 
If m i ^ n ^ m i + 1 and i s 2 , then 
(7) 2 2 m a m S 41+4 2 
The proof runs exactly as before. 
Finally, we set 
C = S 22maJn22maJ-?f±-)9; isn5«, m=0 i m=0 \ am J 
then 
» " - 1 /7 ^ 
m=0 m=0 V " m ' 
for n=l, ...,m2 and (6) and (7) imply 
n "»g—1 x—lm< + l—1 fj 
2 2mam = 2 + 2 2 + 2 ^ m = 0 m=0 ¿=2 m = mt m=mk 
^ C 2 ! 2 » a J H ' + 8 - 4 « J 
m = 0 V " m / m = m 2 - l \ dm J 
for (%S2). Therefore, our inequality is true with 
C4 = max (C, 8 • 4«). 
and Lemma 1 is proved. 
Lemma 2. Let {XK} andp be as in the Theorem. Then f£Sp{Ax} implies 
(8) 2 2mE^(f) S CPix(f) 2 2m(2mX2m)~1lp (n = 1,2,...), m=0 m=0 
wAere Cp X ( f ) is a positive constant and E x ( f ) is the best approximation of f by 
trigonometric polynomials of degree at most x. 
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Proof . First we assume p^l. Then by Holder's inequality we have 
II 1 2,1 II 1 ( f 2» 11/PII lU^} IIs 
II f 1 2n -»*//» 11 
N c ( / ) K T ' (» = i ,2, . . . ) , 
II l n X=n } II 
where /t*=min (A„, A2„). This implies (8) for 1. 
In the case 0 < / ) < l we require the following result of [5]: 
«« [-t§Ps c- Kit "-Wl=2' 
where Cp depends only on p. Using this inequality, by Lemma 1 we obtain (8). 
Lemma 3. If 0 and the function 
oo 
f ~ 2 ax S'n XX 
x = l 
belongs to the class Hm, then 
Proof . Since / ( 0 )=0 , implies 
max l/(x)| s C(o(x), 0 < x < n. 
Therefore, 
00 x - • 
2 2 - sin2-^ = f f{t) dt ^ Cxco(x). 
X=1 X I „ 
71 
If we take x=—, then 
n 
" 4 , a* f x ) 2 4 , ax . , K7T C f l | 
Z - - N 2 — S i n 2 — ^ - ( W -
X=0 x = l * V H / x=l « 2n n xn) 
for w=l ,2 , ... and Lemma 3 is proved. 
Lemma 4. If Xxt or and if there exists a number 9, O^0<1 , iwc/i that 
x 9A x t , f/zen fAe function 
(9) ¿ — (xAJ-V'sinx* 
*=i x 
belongs to the class S^A*}, 
Proof . To prove t h a t { A x } we fix 0<X<TT and choose such that 
1 1 < X =3 
JV+1 N' 
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We consider the series 
N . 
2 K \ f { x ) - s x ( x ) Y ^ c p 2K 
N 




2 - ( « A J - i ' p sin nx 
n=x+1 " 
+ 
+ 2 K 
x=AT+l 
1 
2 —(nX^lP sin nx 
n=x +1 n 
= cr(2i+2*+2J-
Q J 
First we assume that kx\. Then xekx\ with some 0 > 1 — p. Hence, > — 1, 
P 
and we have 
N F AT+1 I P N T N I P 
2 W - 1 / p 2 x - ' \ 2 ' f f - 1 ) " \ = * = 1 Ln = x + 1 J X = 1 ln = l 1 
= owm-ON9-1*') = o( i) . 
Furthermore, 
N f ~ 1 IP 
2*^ 2 U 2 ^ x = l Ln=JV+2 n i 
s j V - o v f 2 w - 1 - ( 1 - e ) ' " ) P 2K = 0{N-6'N-N-v-e)) = 0 (1 ) . 
Vn=JV+2 ' x=l 
In order to estimate 2 z w e make use of the inequality 
2 — (tt/0~1/p sin «x 
n = x+l n 
S — w 1 " 
for 0«=x<7r. Hence, 
2z^Cx~' 2 y~1~p = 0(x-pN-v) = 0 (1 ) . 
x=iV+l 
The proof in the case Ax\ is almost the same as for kx\, we only have to replace 
condition (4) by Axt. Therefore, we can omit the details. 
The proof is completed. 
3. P r o o f of theTheorem. i) If/€5P{AX} then using (2), (8) and the follow-
ing inequality of S T E C K I N [8]: 
ffl(2-,/) is C2- "2 2mE2n>(f) (B = 1,2,...) 
m = 0 
we obtain ffl(2-",/) = 0(<»(2-")) and feHa. 
ii) If condition (2) is not fulfilled, then, by Lemma 3, the function given in 
(9) does not belong to Hca, but, by Lemma 4, it belongs to the class S„ {A*}. 
Thus the Theorem is proved. 
7 
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